
Dance List 
By Stu Ross 
  
INT. UPSCALE GENTLEMEN’S CLUB -- NIGHT 
Emanating from the club’s powerful sound system: “Too Much Time on My Hands” by Styx. 
VINCE, feeling the stress/anxiety/pressure he inevitably feels each time he puts together a Dance List, closes 
his eyes and begins massaging his brow when... 
Behind Vince an enchanting young dancer/waitress, with hair the color of banana chips found in trail mix and a 
figure that millions if not billions of Weight Watchers and Jenny Craig disciples would give anything to 
have/would sell their soul to have/would agree to have sex with David Spade to have, steps into the d.j. booth. 
The satin teddy she’s rocking with as much conviction as I’ve been told bands including but not limited to the 
Faces and Jefferson Airplane and Humble Pie and Spirit used to rock the Fillmore is the color of the gold the 
bad guys go to great lengths to get their filthy hands on in the James Bond actioner Goldfinger . 
The figure, the hair, the enchantment, the bustier.... The effect is powerful. As powerful as the engine that 
powered Gary Babelich and his Blue Flame  to 622 mph at Bonneville back in 1970, thinks Vince every time he 
sees Amanda in this costume. As powerful as that rocket that got me off of Mars and into orbit so Jessica 
Chastain and the others could rescue me, I can hear Matt Damon say. As powerful as Watson, the IBM 
computer those bastards at Jeopardy!  put me and Brad up against on national television, knowing damn well 
we were going to get our butts kicked, I can hear Ken Jennings say. 
On top of that ... 
She has a cool, smart, totally engaging charm that a fifty-one-year-old writer might describe using a very 
well-crafted simile in the hopes of getting her attention/in the hopes of piquing her interest/in the hopes of 
making her say to the director: “Excuse me, Mr. Director? Hi. I’m the actress playing Amanda. First, let me tell 
you it’s a pleasure to meet you and it’s an absolute thrill to finally get to work with you. And then say, if I may 
be so bold, that I have one itsy-bitsy demand to make: Please, promise me you’ll introduce me to the guy who 
wrote this screenplay--I’ve never in all my life been so fascinated by a writer,” before coming to the (stark) 
realization that it’s a harebrained scheme and chucking the whole idea and coming to terms with the fact that 
the odds of meeting this woman are much the same as the odds of this drivel he’s writing winning a Pushcart 
Prize. 
On top of that ... 
She has a voice like butterscotch topping poured over vanilla ice cream on a Tuesday night in June. 
AMANDA 
Please, Vince, don’t put me after or before Heidi. 
Vince replies without looking up from the Dance List he is painstakingly constructing. 
VINCE VAUGHN 
No hello? 
Oh, for the love of God, thinks Amanda. Then takes a breath as deep as the trouble Thelma and Louise get 
themselves in. As deep as the album tracks Tom Petty plays on his satellite radio show. As deep as a book by 
Kierkegaard. Then slowly breathes out. 
AMANDA 
My bad. Hi, Vince. Nice pants. 
Vince puts down his pen and turns to the actress playing Amanda. 
VINCE VAUGHN 
Hello, Amanda. Thank you. You were saying? 



AMANDA 
Would you be so kind as to not put me after or before Heidi? 
Vince’s gesture and face says: Sorry, babe, there’s nothing I can do. 
VINCE VAUGHN 
Already started the List. 
Amanda raises the lid of the Cash Caddy atop her cocktail tray. From it she removes something and, reaching 
past Vince, sets the something beside the list in progress. 
VINCE VAUGHN (cont.) 
What’s that? 
AMANDA 
I think it’s called a bribe. 
Vince picks up what Amanda set down. The largely green object he now holds between his thumb and index 
finger is a twenty-five dollar CAESARS PALACE CHIP. 
VINCE VAUGHN 
I’m listening. 
AMANDA 
(good-naturedly) 
Then... what have I been saying? 
VINCE VAUGHN 
You’d prefer not to follow Heidi and would appreciate it if Heidi wasn’t dancing after you. 
AMANDA 
So...? This is workable? 
VINCE VAUGHN 
It’s noted. 
Vince feigns suspiciousness. 
VINCE VAUGHN (cont.) 
What else do you want? 
AMANDA 
(puzzled) 
What else is there? 
VINCE VAUGHN 
I’m picking up a vibe right now... telling me you’d be happy to, oh, perhaps, see Heidi disappear? I may or may 
not know some people. It’s going to cost you a bit more than this, though. 
Vince displays the Caesars Palace chip. 
AMANDA 
And they say Owen is the funnier of you two. 
With that, Amanda turns and disappears out of the d.j. booth, leaving Vince with an apparition of a smile on his 
iconic mug. 


